Inhibited diffusive transport in nanoporous materials has been analyzed extensively given applications to separations, sequestration, and catalysis [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . These materials include zeolites with pore diameters from d p ¼ 0.5-2 nm [4] , and mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN) with d p ≥ 2 nm [8] . For catalysis, there is the strong suppression of reactivity in catalytically-active nanoporous materials upon reducing the pore diameter to approach the single-file diffusion (SFD) regime where reactant and product molecules cannot pass within pores [9] . SFD is readily achieved for zeolites since molecular dimensions are comparable to d p (e.g., 0.4 nm for methane, 0.7 nm for neopentane) [4] , and sometimes for MSN given that the effective d p can be reduced below 2 nm due to functionalization and attachment of reactant species to the pore walls [10] . For conversion reactions with SFD, the reactant is localized near the pore openings, the pore interior being populated by product which cannot be readily extruded [9] . Examples include Pd-catalyzed neopentane conversion in zeolites [11] , and aldol condensation in amine-functionalized MSN [10] . Catalytic polymerization in narrow pores is also strongly impacted by inhibited passing [12] .
The subtle interplay between inhibited transport, as characterized by a suitable passing propensity P for reactants and products, and reaction can be conveniently described by spatially coarse-grained models. In these models, the pore is divided into cells with width ∼1 nm matching molecular dimensions [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Transport is described by hopping to adjacent empty cells at rate h α for species α, and also by exchange of species α and β in adjacent cells with rate 1=2ðh α þ h β Þp ex [17] [18] [19] . The exchange probability p ex reflects P, and P ¼ p ex ¼ 0 for SFD. These models, also incorporating suitably specified kinetics for adsorption-desorption at pore openings and for reaction, can be analyzed precisely via kinetic Monte Carlo simulation [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] or via a generalized hydrodynamic theory [17] .
System-specific modeling requires reliable assessment of P which depends strongly on the size and shape of the molecules relative to the pore radius, R ¼ d p =2 [7] . P will vanish at a critical pore radius R c , where passing is sterically blocked for rigid-pore and hard-core molecular interactions. Close to this threshold, molecules must misalign laterally on opposite sides of the pore in order to pass, and if elongated must align orientationally both with the pore axis and with each other. Passing propensity can be assessed by many-particle molecular dynamics studies tracking the order of particles inside narrow pores [20, 21] . However, this approach becomes inefficient for small P. More effective is to focus on the passing of a specific pair of molecules. One such previous study utilized a transition state theory (TST) type approximation [19] .
Here, we focus on passing of a pair of molecules using overdamped Langevin dynamics [22] to describe passing in liquid-phase systems in the presence of a solvent. For hard-core interactions and a rigid pore, we find that P ∼ ðR − R c Þ σ , as R → R c , but with σ is below the TST value. This sharp transition would be smeared for flexible pores [23] and soft molecular interactions. For a deeper understanding of this behavior, we also analyze the equivalent high-dimensional Fokker-Planck (diffusion) equation (FPE) [22] . This facilitates a simplified reformulation for small P, as well as dimensional reduction allowing utilization of conformal mapping concepts to elucidate σ values. We naturally first analyze the canonical case of rotationally symmetric molecules, both circles in a two-dimensional rectangular channel and spheres in a three-dimensional cylindrical pore. The choice of a spherical geometry is common in modeling of transport of CH 3 , CF 4 , CCl 4 , etc., [21] and reasonable for neopentane. We also consider behavior for elongated molecules with cylindrical symmetry, a description which has been applied for ethane [19] , and which is reasonable for longer chain hydrocarbons and other oligomers.
We implement overdamped Langevin dynamics for a pair of molecules inside a pore which is aligned with the z axis. The analysis is formulated for possibly elongated molecules with cylindrical symmetry in thee dimensions and a nonzero moment of inertia I jj orthogonal to the long axis. Such In the latter case, one can use a space-fixed frame with x 1 ¼ z. Fig. 1 shows simulated trajectories for passing and separation events for two spheres, and for a sphere and a dumbbellshaped diatomic of two joined spheres (where all spheres have equal radii) in a cylindrical pore. Next, we describe the specific setup in our Langevin analysis of passing propensities P. Let δz denote the centerof-mass separation for the pair of molecules along the pore axis. It will be convenient to denote the various lateral center-of-mass coordinates and the orientations collectively denoted by q. For molecule, α, let r α denote the radius of a circumscribing sphere. We consider initial configurations where adjacent molecules, α and β, start with separation and rotational coordinates q randomly, subject to the constraint that the molecules are within the pore. We follow their evolution either until they separate (defined as reaching δz ¼ 2d αβ ) or pass (defined as reaching
Note that in the initial and final configurations, there is no hindrance of rotation of one molecule by the other. This specification of passing is compatible with the coarse-grained models described above. From a large number N of simulation trials with N pass passing outcomes, we obtain P ≈ N pass =N. Note that P max ¼ 1=3 for very wide pores where molecules do not interact, since δz changes by −2d αβ for passing, and only by þd αβ for separation. One can show that P is related to the parameter, p ex , in the coarse-grained models by
First, we present a detailed Langevin analysis of passing for canonical cases of equal-sized two-dimensional circular and three-dimensional spherical molecules of radius r. The critical pore radius is R c ¼ 2r. We introduce a gap size, g ¼ 2ðR − R c Þ, and expect that P ∼ ðg=rÞ σ , as g → 0. The passing propensity P versus g is shown for circles in a twodimensional rectangular channel [ Fig. 3(a) ], and spheres in a three-dimensional cylindrical pore [ Fig. 3(b) ]. P (spheres) exceeds P (circles) for g=r above ∼0.1 as expected from a simplified FPE analysis below. On the other hand, we find that σ ≈ 1.7 for spheres, and σ ≈ 1.4 for circles (also supported by FPE analysis). Thus, P (circles) dominates P (spheres), as g → 0. Note that to obtain precise P values requires many simulation trials for small g (e.g., N ∼ 10 7 for g=r ∼ 10 −2 ), and a suitably small time step dt. P increases as dt → 0, since very small steps aid negotiating narrow gaps. For g=r < 0.1, our P become imprecise even for our smallest dt ∼ 10 −6 (natural dimensionless units). Second, we report P values for a sphere and dumbbellshaped diatomic, where all spheres have radii r, and again (1) values. Passing probabilities are lower than for two spheres (by a factor of ∼0.4 at g=r < 0.5), and our data suggest a similar exponent, σ ≈ 1.7. See Fig. 3(b) (inset) . We discuss this behavior further below. Precise determination of the true asymptotic σ is difficult (except in two dimensions), but one could argue that the readily determined effective σ value for g=r ∼ 0.1-1 is of more practical importance.
Another instructive but approximate perspective on passing behavior comes from a TST type analysis of the free energy barrier to be surmounted during passing [19] .
2 , as g → 0 (i.e., σ TST ¼ 2), since both molecules are confined to a distance ∼g=r from the pore wall. For two spherical molecules in a cylindrical pore, orienting the configuration at δzÃ ¼ 0 so that one molecule is on the vertical axis through the pore center, both molecules are confined to a distance of order g=r from the wall, and the center of the other molecule is confined to an angular range ∼ðg=rÞ 1=2 from the vertical axis. Thus, one has that P TST ∼ V min ∼ ðg=rÞ 2.5 as g → 0 (i.e., σ TST ¼ 2.5). The TS for the sphere-dumbbell system correspond to δzÃ ¼ AEr where one sphere of the dumbbell is aligned with the spherical molecule. Given the similarity to the TS for two spheres, one has again σ TST ¼ 2.5. Below we elucidate the discrepancy between these σ TST and lower Langevin estimates of σ.
Langevin dynamics can be analyzed by the equivalent time-dependent FPE, which for passing with steric blocking just corresponds to a high-dimensional diffusion equation [22, 24] . One considers the probability, fðδz;q;tÞ, of finding two molecules confined inside the pore with centerof-mass z-coordinate separation, δz, and for various lateral coordinates and orientations, q. In our analysis of P, adjacent molecules start with δz ¼ d αβ , so that normalized f ðδz; q; t ¼ 0Þ¼Vðd αβ Þ −1 δðδz − d αβ Þ. Since we follow evolution either until the molecules separate (reaching δz ¼ 2d αβ ) or pass (reaching δz ¼ −d αβ ), this corresponds to imposing adsorbing boundary conditions (BCs) f ¼ 0 for these δz. We also impose zero-flux Neumann BCs at the boundary of the physically accessible region for other coordinates. The above constitutes a diffusion problem in a high-dimensional constricted channel. See Figs. 2(a), 2(b) for a two-dimensional representation. P is determined by accumulating over time the probability flux reaching Fig. 2(c) ]. Numerical analysis of this FPE initial value problem was performed using a hypercubic mesh in (δz, q) space. As an aside, [25] analyzes fðδz; tÞ for soft point-particles on a line where q is absent and steric effects cannot be assessed. Also, our FPE problem has some similarity with "narrow escape problems" considered in applied mathematics [26] .
We find agreement of time-dependent FPE with Langevin results for larger g, but deviations for smaller g where accuracy is limited by finite mesh spacing. To resolve the computational challenges for small g, we consider an equivalent time-independent FPE formulation of the passing problem in which probability is continually fed into the system at δz ¼ d αβ and absorbed at δz ¼ −d αβ and 2d αβ (see the Supplemental Material [24] ). Now, P is obtained from the relative fluxes at δz ¼ −d αβ and 2d αβ as determined from the steady-state solution f ss ðδz; qÞ. There is a natural simplification for small g, where f ss decreases linearly in δz for δz > d αβ to zero at δz ¼ 2d αβ . f ss is roughly constant for δz < d αβ , while VðδzÞ remains substantial but drops dramatically for lower δz, where VðδzÞ is small around δzÃ, and remains low approaching Fig. 2(d) . Thus, P can be determined for small g from a conventional mixed boundary value problem (BVP) for the FPE with Dirichlet BC f ss ¼ 0 at δz ¼ −d αβ and f ss ¼ constant at δz ¼ d αβ , and Neumann BC on the other boundaries. This problem can be analyzed precisely with adaptive-mesh finiteelement methods (FEM).
For passing of two circular molecules in a two-dimensional rectangular channel, a detailed comparison of different approaches for assessing P versus g=r is presented in Fig. 3(a) . Precise results for smaller g=r are obtained from FEM analysis [27] of the mixed BVP (in a three-dimensional phase space with two lateral positions and δz) confirming our Langevin estimate σ ≈ 1.4. FEM results smoothly connect to those from the time-dependent FPE analysis, which are accurate for g=r > 0.4. Thus, together, these approaches give an accurate FPE-based global characterization of behavior. Langevin equation results agree with this analysis down to g=r ≈ 0.1 below which they become inaccurate. For passing of two spheres, FPE analysis involves a five-dimensional phase space and our time-dependent FPE analysis is only reliable for above g=r ∼ 3. See Fig. 3(b) . Also adaptivemesh FEM methods are not readily implemented in five dimensions.
To assess and further elucidate small-g behavior, particularly for higher-dimensional problems, it is instructive to consider an effective reduced-dimensional FPE analysis of the passing process. It is natural to consider replacing all the variables q by a single effective variable, q eff . Specifically, we consider a two-variable FPE problem in (δz, q eff )-space for a pore of width VðδzÞ in the q eff coordinate at position δz and with BCs analogous to the higher-dimensional FPE (see the Supplemental Material [24] ). See Figs. 2(a), 2(b) . FEM analysis of the passing propensity, P eff , for the appropriate two-variable mixed BVP in the regime of small V min (i.e., small gap) reveals that P eff ∼ ðV min Þ ν . The ν values can vary from as low as ν ≈ 0.15 for a slit, to ν ≈ 0.25 for a V-shaped obstruction with V ∼ V min þ cjδzj, to ν ¼ 0.4-0.5 for curved obstructions with V ∼ V min þ cðδzÞ 2 , or ν ¼ 0.59-0.68 for V ∼ V min þ cðδzÞ 4 , to unity (TST value) for a narrow straight channel. The key point is that the behavior of the passing propensity depends not just on the size at the smallest constriction in the effective pore, but on the entire shape of the constriction. This should be anticipated since the exact solution of the effective two-variable mixed BVP can be obtained by applying a conformal mapping to transform the constricted pore into a rectangular channel, a transformation which requires increasing dilation in the δz direction as the gap vanishes. The conformal mapping depends on the entire constriction shape.
How reliable is the effective two-variable FPE analysis? We must first evaluate VðδzÞ for which we implement Monte Carlo integration (and also analytic calculation for simpler cases). Then, using this VðδzÞ for the passing of two circular molecules in a rectangular channel, we obtain P eff in almost perfect agreement with the full threedimensional FEM analysis for small g, again supporting the assignment σ ≈ 1.4. In fact, P eff is only slightly below precise values determined by other methods for moderate g=r, a somewhat accidental agreement as our mixed BVP should not capture exact behavior. See Fig. 3(a) . Using VðδzÞ for the passing of two spheres in a cylindrical pore, we obtain P eff for small g shown in Fig. 3(b) , which is compatible with behavior reliably obtained by other methods for larger g=r. P eff behavior also supports our assignment of σ ≈ 1.7. Note that in this case, P eff matches less well precise Langevin results for moderate g=r (as expected in general). Two other useful observations follow from our effective two-dimensional analysis. First, examining VðδzÞ versus δz for moderate g=r around 1, it is clear that the effective channel is more constricted for two circles versus two spheres, explaining our observation that PðspheresÞ > PðcirclesÞ in this regime. Second, for both TABLE I. TST (Langevin equation) scaling exponents in two dimensions and three dimensions. C, S, D, and E stand for circle, sphere, dumbbell, and ellipse (or ellipsoid), respectively.
circles and spheres, we find that the curvature of VðδzÞ at the TS δz ¼ 0 vanishes as g → 0, suggesting that P eff ∼ ðV min Þ ν with ν ≈ 0.6-0.7. Since V min ∼ ðg=rÞ p , with p ¼ 2 (2.5) for circles (spheres), this implies that σ ¼ pν ≈ 1.36 (1.70) for ν ≈ 0.68, compatible with observed scaling exponents from Langevin and higher-dimensional FPE analysis.
Finally, we discuss passing for other molecular shapes, specifically elongated molecules with cylindrical symmetry in three dimensions (or with reflection symmetry about the long axis in two dimensions). For an elliptical and a circular molecule in a two-dimensional rectangular channel, the additional angular d.o.f. for the ellipse (cf. a circle) has a range of order g=r for small gaps at the TS δzÃ ¼ 0, so that P TST ∼ ðg=rÞ 3 . Similarly, for an ellipsoidal and spherical molecule in a three-dimensional cylindrical pore, there are two additional angular d.o.f. for the ellipsoid (cf., a sphere) each of which is restricted to a range of order g for small gaps at the transition state δzÃ ¼ 0, so that P TST ∼ ðg=rÞ 4.5 . For a pair of elliptical or ellipsoidal molecules, additional rotational degrees of freedom will further increase σ TST . We anticipate that actual exponents, σ, will be smaller than the TS theory predictions.
For elongated molecules, P values and specifically scaling as g=r → 0, depends on molecular shape. To contrast the above behavior for convex shapes, consider the case of a spherical and dumbbell-shaped molecule in three dimensions as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 3(b) (inset). As noted in our TST discussion, the TS no longer occurs at δzÃ ¼ 0, but rather at δzÃ ¼ AEr. See Fig. 2(b) . For each of these TS, the range of dumbbell orientations does not vanish as g → 0. Thus, behavior is similar to that at the TS for a pair of spherical molecules, as should be the scaling, i.e., P TST ∼ ðg=rÞ 2.5 versus P ∼ ðg=rÞ 1.7 . The same should apply for a sphere passing an oligomer modeled as a chain of spheres. From a simple effective two-dimensional FEM analysis [see Fig. 3(b) ] again obtaining VðδzÞ from Monte Carlo integration, we obtain a reduction by a factor of 0.33 at g=r ¼ 0.4 in P for the sphere-dumbbell versus two spheres, not so far from the Langevin estimate of 0.40 given that g=r is not small. Also, the two-dimensional FEM results for small g=r seem to be compatible with extrapolated LE results.
In summary, we have provided a general picture for the behavior of molecular passing processes in narrow pores controlled by Langevin dynamics, including scaling for small gap sizes. This scaling, as summarized in Table I , is not described by a simple TST, but rather depends on more global features of the confined geometry during the passing process.
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